International Executive MBA Program in English

In today’s rapidly – changing economic, political and business environment, career success depends on the ability to identify and understand what’s coming and then acquire relevant knowledge and appropriate capabilities to face the future. The balance of regional economics, markets and business opportunities is undergoing a metamorphosis. While the USA’s global hegemony is in a state of decline and Europe tries to cope with its own crises and doubts, East Asia is steadily growing in importance.

For Israeli companies, this provides new business opportunities and unexpected threats, plus a greater variety of competitors and potential partners in the global marketplace. To help businesspeople plan and prepare for the emerging managerial challenges, we offer a unique international executive MBA program in English. The goal of the program is to provide students the essential knowledge and skills that will help them advance in their careers and become better managers in the increasingly dynamic, complex and competitive environment. The program has a global vision with a regional emphasis on doing business in East Asia (China, India and Japan).

Admission requirements:

Women and men who possess the following qualifications are welcome to apply for admission to the program:

1. An accredited university undergraduate degree with a minimum grade point average of 80 or the equivalent.
2. At least three years of managerial/professional experience after completion of the undergraduate degree*.
3. Completion of the GMAT exam with a minimum grade that will be determined periodically.
4. An excellent command of the English language.
5. Qualified candidates will be invited for an interview.

*For applicants who hold a foreign bachelor’s degree, completion of the GRE exam
Program’s structure:

Studies are conducted in second track only (without thesis).

You may find additional information regarding the list of courses, specific time tables or any other relevant information, in the Graduate School of Management’s website: http://management.haifa.ac.il

Eligibility for Master’s degree:

Students will be granted a Master of Business Administration degree (MBA) providing:

1. The student has completed his studies, according to the school’s demands and to the Graduate Studies Authority’s demands, in both aspects of course quota and compound.

2. The student has achieved a passing grade (at least 65) in each of the courses.

3. The student has achieved a final weighted average of 76.

4. The final weighted average will consist of the following:
   - Grades of all courses within the program 80%
   - Final project grade 20%

5. The student has settled his every debt to the university.